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Abstract

The Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) protects users from malicious man-in-the-middle attacks by having trusted Certificate Authorities (CAs) vouch for the domain names of servers on the Internet through digitally signed certificates. Ironically, the mechanism CAs use to issue certificates is itself vulnerable to man-in-the-middle attacks by network-level adversaries. Autonomous Systems (ASes) can exploit vulnerabilities in the Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) to hijack traffic destined to a victim’s domain. In this paper, we rigorously analyze attacks that an adversary can use to obtain a bogus certificate. We perform the first real-world demonstration of BGP attacks to obtain bogus certificates from top CAs in an ethical manner. To assess the vulnerability of the PKI, we collect a dataset of 1.8 million certificates and find that an adversary would be capable of gaining a bogus certificate for the vast majority of domains. Finally, we propose and evaluate two countermeasures to secure the PKI: 1) CAs verifying domains from multiple vantage points to make it harder to launch a successful attack, and 2) a BGP monitoring system for CAs to detect suspicious BGP routes and delay certificate issuance to give network operators time to react to BGP attacks.

1 Introduction

Digital certificates serve as the foundation of trust in encrypted communication. When a Certificate Authority (CA) is asked to sign a certificate, the CA must establish that the client requesting the certificate is the legitimate owner of the domain name in question. An adversary that obtains a trusted certificate can pose as the victim’s domain and intercept/modify sensitive HTTPS traffic like bank logins and credit card information [24]. The mechanism used by CAs to verify domain ownership, known as domain control verification, is critical to preventing adversaries from obtaining trusted certificates for domains they do not control. Domain control verification is performed through a standardized set of methods including http-based and email-based verification [18].

Recently, researchers have exposed several flaws in existing domain control verification mechanisms. WoSign was found issuing certificates to users that could demonstrate control of any TCP port at a domain (including those above 50,000) as opposed to strictly requiring control of traditional mail, HTTP, and TLS ports [3]. In addition, researchers have found instances of CAs sending domain control verification requests to email addresses that belong to ordinary users at a domain as opposed to bona fide administrators [1]. In response, countermeasures are being developed such as standardizing which URLs on a domain’s web server can serve to verify control of that domain [11].

While these advances can defend against some attacks, none of them help to secure domain control verification against network-level adversaries, i.e., Autonomous System (AS), that can manipulate the Border Gateway Protocol (BGP). Such adversaries can launch active BGP hijack and interception attacks to steal traffic away from victims or CAs, and spoof the domain control verification process to obtain bogus certificates.

In this paper, we first analyze and compare BGP attacks on the domain verification process to develop a taxonomy and present a highly effective use of the “AS-path poisoning” attack originally performed in [39]. Next, we launch all the BGP attacks against our own domain and decrypt seemingly “secure” HTTPS traffic within seconds. To avoid harming real users, these attacks were done in an ethical manner on domains that resolve into our own IP prefix and were registered solely for the purpose of the experiments. We then quantify the vulnerability of domain verification to these attacks. Finally, we propose countermeasures against these attacks. Our main contributions are as follows:

Active BGP Attacks on Domain Verification Pro-
cess: We performed five types of real-world BGP attacks (against a domain we owned running on an IP prefix we controlled) during the domain verification process: 1) a traditional BGP sub-prefix attack, 2) a traditional BGP equally-specific-prefix attack (like the attack theorized in [22]), 3) a prepended BGP sub-prefix attack, 4) a prepended BGP equally-specific-prefix attack, and 5) a BGP AS-path poisoning attack (see section 2.2 for details about these attacks).

We are the first to demonstrate the use of the prepended and AS-path poisoning attacks on the PKI, and the first to perform any of these attacks during the domain verification process in the wild. We successfully obtained bogus certificates from all of the top five CAs (Let’s Encrypt, GoDaddy, Comodo, Symantec, Global-Sign) [8] in our real-world attacks. Our results were a major factor in Let’s Encrypt’s decision to start deploying the multiple-vantage-point countermeasure [37].

Quantify vulnerability of domains: We collected a dataset of 1.8 million certificates from Google’s Certificate Transparency project logs [32] and studied the domains requesting those certificates. By observing the number of domains run out of IP prefixes shorter than 24 bits long (/24), we found that 72% of the domains were vulnerable to BGP sub-prefix hijack attacks and BGP AS-path poisoning attacks, which could allow any AS to get a certificate for these domains. Furthermore, the domains were vulnerable to BGP equally-specific-prefix attacks from an average of 70% of ASes.

Countermeasures against BGP attacks: We proposed and developed two countermeasures to mitigate the threat of BGP attacks: multiple vantage point verification and a live BGP monitoring system.

- **Multiple Vantage Point Verification**: We propose to perform domain control verification from multiple locations on the Internet (vantage points) to prevent localized BGP attacks. We calculate the best locations for vantage points and quantify the resulting security benefit.

- **Live BGP Monitoring System**: We design and implement (in the Let’s Encrypt’s CA) a monitoring system with a novel route age heuristic to prevent short-lived BGP attacks [19] that can quickly lead to a bogus certificate before the attack is noticed. Our heuristic is designed for CAs and forces adversaries to keep attacks active for several hours, giving network operators time to react.

Some of the BGP attacks were briefly discussed in a short abstract [16]. In this paper, we go further by analyzing the complete attack surface of BGP attacks on PKI and performing all the attacks in the wild — with success. We also measure the vulnerability of the current PKI to these attacks, and propose/evaluate two effective countermeasures to defend against the attacks.

2 BGP Attacks on the PKI

The Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) requires that all certificates be signed by a trusted certificate authority (CA). Browsers and any other TLS clients maintain lists of publicly trusted CAs. 135 organizations were recognized as commercial CAs (other CAs, such as the government of France, will not accept certificate signing requests from the general public) [20]. Any CA is capable of signing a certificate for any domain.

**Domain Control Verification.** In order to verify that an applicant requesting a certificate has control of the domain in question, the CA must perform domain control verification through a set of methods. Each method bootstraps trust by forcing a user to demonstrate control of an important network resource (e.g., a website or email address) associated with the domain. Figure 1 illustrates the domain control verification process with HTTP verification, which requires the user to make an agreed upon change to the root directory of the website running at the domain. Another commonly used method is email verification, by which an email is sent to an administrator’s email address at the domain, requiring the administrator to visit a randomly generated URL before continuing. Other methods include DNS TXT verification or methods that do not rely on communication via the Internet (e.g., official letters of authorization).

![Figure 1: HTTP domain control verification.](image-url)
document required for domain control verification.

Our key contribution in this section is to explore the broad BGP attack surface that can be used to obtain a bogus TLS certificate in the above process. We first develop an adversary model, and then explore five types of BGP attacks. In particular, we propose and analyze an advanced and stealthy AS-path poisoning attack, that can target any trusted CA that is not on the route between the adversary and the victim. We present an in depth analysis of how the intricacies of these BGP attacks affect the current PKI.

2.1 Adversary Model

Adversary Objectives: We consider an adversary that aims to obtain a bogus certificate for a victim’s domain and then decrypt sensitive TLS traffic for as long as possible without being detected. Thus, the slower a defense system detects a BGP attack, the more effective the man-in-the-middle attack is.

Because intercepting a TLS stream can cause significant damage in a couple of hours [24], detection systems that require manual investigation to confirm that an attack has occurred or systems that have a significant delay before detection are possible are not effective at preventing these attacks. However, the adversary is incentivized to avoid major reachability problems (that will cause a service interruption alerting the victim to the attack) and highly suspicious BGP announcements that might get automatically filtered or immediately trigger alerts. Given this adversary model, we aim to assess the current degree of vulnerability of the PKI.

Realistic Constraints on Adversary Capabilities: An adversary must compromise an AS’s border router or control an AS to launch the attack. Assuming the adversarial AS and victim’s domain to be fixed, several variables are beyond the control of the adversary. The topological relationship between the adversary, the victim, and the CA, and the benign BGP announcement for the IP prefix that includes the victim’s domain are considered beyond the control of adversary.

Despite these constraints, we assume adversaries can control exactly what BGP announcement they make and which neighboring ASes they make this announcement to. We also assume an adversary is capable of generating traffic with a source IP address that belongs to the victim. Studies show that a significant portion of ASes still allow source IP spoofing [2, 34] due to a lack of ingress filtering. Even a strictly filtered adversary can spoof packets by gaining control of a client in one of these networks that allow spoofing and use it to spoof packets on behalf of the adversary.

Another variable the adversary can control is which IP address to attack. The adversary can directly target the IP address of the victim’s domain, or the IP address of any DNS server involved in resolving the victim’s domain to give a bogus DNS response to the CA. This will cause the CA to request the verification webpage from the adversary as opposed to the victim.

In addition, it is possible for the adversary to attack a CA’s IP address. The adversary can intercept the response of the victim (or a DNS server used to resolve the victim’s IP) to the CA, modify it to contain the document specified by the CA (or an incorrect DNS response), and forward it to the CA. By man-in-the-middling the responses from the victim’s domain or DNS servers, the adversary can fool the domain control verification process. These additional IP addresses an adversary can attack increase the attack surface.

BGP Attack Properties: For an attack to be effective, it must have two properties: viability and stealthiness. For a given adversary, victim, and BGP attack type, viability is a binary indication of whether the adversary is capable of launching the attack. On the other hand, the stealthiness of an attack is determined by several properties that we group into two categories:

- 1. Control-plane stealthiness: this is measured through the properties of a BGP announcement like the IP prefix announced and the AS path.
- 2. Data-plane stealthiness: this is measured through the number of ASes whose connectivity to a victim’s domain is disrupted during an attack.

2.2 Taxonomy of BGP Attacks

We present the details of the following five attacks, and discuss the tradeoff between attack stealthiness and viability for each attack:

- Traditional sub-prefix attack: An adversary makes a BGP announcement originating a more-specific IP prefix than the victim’s prefix.
- Traditional equally-specific-prefix attack: An adversary announces an equal-length prefix as the victim’s prefix.
- Prepended sub-prefix attack: An adversary claims reachability to a more-specific IP prefix via a non-existent connection to the victim.
- Prepended equally-specific-prefix attack: An adversary claims reachability to the victim’s prefix via a non-existent connection.
- AS-path poisoning attack: An adversary announces a valid route to a more-specific prefix than the victim’s prefix to intercept Internet traffic en route to the victim.

Figure 2 illustrates the effects of these BGP attacks on Internet routing, and we summarize the unique properties and implementation details of these BGP attacks in
Table 1: BGP attacks and their associated properties.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attack Name</th>
<th>Prefix Length Announced</th>
<th>AS-Path Effect</th>
<th>Effect on Victim</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Traditional Sub-Prefix Hijack</td>
<td>Sub-Prefix</td>
<td>Entire Path Differs</td>
<td>Global Traffic Blackholed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traditional Equally-Specific Prefix Hijack</td>
<td>Equal-Length</td>
<td>Entire Path Differs</td>
<td>Selective Traffic Blackholed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prepended Sub-Prefix Hijack</td>
<td>Sub-Prefix</td>
<td>ASes After Origin Differ</td>
<td>Global Traffic Blackholed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prepended Equally-Specific Prefix Hijack</td>
<td>Equal-Length</td>
<td>ASes After Origin Differ</td>
<td>Selective Traffic Blackholed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AS-Path Poisoning Attack</td>
<td>Sub-Prefix</td>
<td>Valid Route to Victim</td>
<td>Global Traffic Intercepted</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2: Attack illustration.

Table 1. At a high level, each attack in the lower table is more preferable to an adversary because it is stealthier and less detectable by existing BGP security measures and data-plane measurements. However, these stealthier attacks are less likely to be viable for a given adversary. The viability and stealthiness of each attack is shown in Table 2. We later use these observations to assess the vulnerability of the PKI to BGP attacks of varying levels of stealthiness in Section 4.

2.2.1 Traditional Sub-Prefix Hijack

**Attack Methodology:** The adversary makes a BGP announcement to a sub-prefix that includes the victim domain’s IP. For example, to attack a victim domain on the IP address X.Y.Z.1 of prefix X.Y.Z.0/23, an adversary could launch a sub-prefix attack announcing the prefix X.Y.Z.0/24 to capture the victim’s traffic. Figure 2a shows the default routing of traffic when no attack is active, and Figure 2b shows the effects of a sub-prefix hijack attack. Because routers prefer more-specific IP prefixes over less-specific ones, this announcement will capture all traffic to the victim’s domain, as demonstrated in Figure 2b. This attack is highly effective and can be launched by any AS on the Internet.

**Attack Viability:** This attack is highly viable. The majority of domains use IP prefixes shorter than the maximum /24 (shown in Section 4.2), which allows an attacker to announce IP sub-prefixes without being filtered (many ASes filter announcements longer than /24 [9]). Additionally, the attack has a global effect and the adversary’s location does not influence the attack viability.

**Attack Stealthiness:** Although effective, this attack is very visible in both the control and data planes. As seen in Figure 2b, all traffic from any AS on the Internet is routed to the adversary. In the data plane, this causes a nearly global loss of connectivity to the victim’s domain. In addition, from a control-plane viewpoint, the announcement is highly suspicious. The adversary’s AS has likely never announced the victim’s prefix before. When the adversary originates the victim’s prefix (an event known as a Multiple Origin AS, MOAS, conflict [49]), many BGP monitoring systems [30, 42, 29, 26] will flag this announcement because of the suspicious change in origin AS. Furthermore, if the victim has an RPKI entry for their IP prefix, this announcement will be filtered by ASes that perform Route Origin Validation (ROV) [17]. Thus, although an adversary could easily get a certificate before the attack is detected (as we will show in Section 3, several CAs will sign a certificate seconds after domain control verification and these attacks can last for several hours), the rapid detection of this announcement would reduce the damage the bogus certificate could do.

2.2.2 Traditional Equally-Specific-Prefix Hijack

**Attack Methodology:** An adversary aiming to increase stealthiness (or attack a domain running in a /24 prefix so a sub-prefix attack is not viable) may launch an equally-specific-prefix hijack [22]. In this attack, an adversary announces the exact same prefix that the victim is announcing. Each AS will then pick the preferred route...
Table 2: The stealthiness and viability of BGP attacks.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attack Name</th>
<th>Effective Against /24 Prefixes</th>
<th>Evades Origin Change Detection</th>
<th>Internet Topology Location Required</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Traditional Sub-Prefix Hijack</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Any location</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traditional Equally-Specific Prefix Hijack</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Many locations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prepended Sub-Prefix Hijack</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Any location</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prepended Equally-Specific Prefix Hijack</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Few locations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AS-Path Poisoning Attack</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Any multi-homed location</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

between the adversary’s false announcement and the victim’s original announcement, based on local preferences and path length, etc. As shown in Figure 2c, this type of attack causes only part of the Internet to prefer the adversary’s announcement. In parts of the Internet that do not prefer the adversary’s route, this attack is unnoticeable in the data plane (connectivity is unaffected). Also, in the control plane, many ASes will not learn (let alone choose) the adversary’s route.

Attack Viability: The viability of this attack is determined by the topological relationship between the CA, the victim, and the adversary. The Internet topology must cause the adversary’s route to be preferred by the CA over the victim’s route. Thus, this attack is less viable than a traditional sub-prefix hijack. We will further quantify the viability of this attack in Section 4.3.1.

Attack Stealthiness: In the control plane, this attack is more stealthy than a traditional sub-prefix hijack because parts of the Internet will not hear the adversary’s announcement. However, this attack still involves a change in origin AS that can be detected by RPKI and BGP monitoring systems. In the data plane, this attack will not cause a global loss of connectivity to the victim’s domain like the traditional sub-prefix hijack.

2.2.3 Prepended Sub-Prefix Hijack

Attack Methodology: An adversary can increase the stealthiness of a sub-prefix hijack attack by prepending the victim’s Autonomous System Number (ASN) in the malicious announcement’s AS path. Thus, the AS path will begin with the victim’s ASN followed by the adversary’s ASN. Importantly, the adversary’s AS is no longer claiming to be the origin AS for the prefix. Instead the adversary is simply claiming a topological connection to the victim (that does not in fact exist).

Attack Viability: The viability of this attack is identical to that of the traditional sub-prefix hijack attack because routers always prefer a more specific BGP announcement over a less-specific one regardless of the AS-path field. Thus, all victims that have an IP prefix shorter than /24 are vulnerable.

Attack Stealthiness: This attack is significantly more stealthy than a traditional sub-prefix hijack, particularly in the control plane. The origin ASN in the adversary’s announcement is identical to the victim’s ASN in the original announcement. BGP monitoring systems that only perform origin AS check will not be able to detect this attack. More advanced techniques such as data-plane measurements [42, 26] are needed to detect the attack. However, these advanced systems often require human intervention to take action on a flagged route, which may take hours [9].

On the data plane, this attack has a similar global effect to traditional sub-prefix attack. However, due to control-plane stealthiness, an adversary will likely launch this attack (instead of a traditional sub-prefix hijack attack) to increase stealthiness with no effect on viability.

2.2.4 Prepended Equally-Specific-Prefix Hijack

Attack Methodology: Similar to the prepended sub-prefix attack, an adversary can prepend the victim’s ASN to an equally-specific-prefix hijack. Because the adversary is now announcing the same prefix as the victim with the same origin ASN, this attack is has a significant increase in stealthiness over all previously listed attacks.

Attack Viability: This attack is even less viable than a traditional equally-specific prefix hijack. AS-path length is an important factor in route selection. Because the adversary’s route is made one hop longer by prepending the victim’s ASN, the adversary’s announcement will attract less traffic than it does in the traditional equally-specific prefix hijack. In many other applications, this can significantly limit the use of such an attack, but when attacking the PKI, the adversary only needs to intercept traffic from one of many trusted CAs. Thus, this attack can still be viable even with the reduced area of effect.

Attack Stealthiness: This attack has similar control plane properties to the prepended sub-prefix hijack. The prepended victim origin AS makes the attack less likely to be detected by BGP monitoring systems. Thus, the attack is very stealthy. On the data plane, it is similar to the traditional equally-specific prefix hijack which does
2.2.5 Sub-Prefix-Interception With Path Poisoning

**Attack Methodology:** While all previous attacks have involved breaking data-plane connectivity to a victim’s domain (either global or partial), we here present an attack that uses AS-path poisoning to maintain a valid route to the victim’s domain. Our attack allows an adversary to fully man-in-the-middle encrypted TLS traffic (as opposed to only attacking unencrypted traffic [39]). In our attack, an adversary announces a sub-prefix of the victim’s original announcement similar to the sub-prefix hijack attack. The crucial difference is that the adversary will append a legitimate route \( R \) to the victim following the adversary’s own ASN in the announced path. This causes the ASes along route \( R \) between the adversary and the victim to ignore the adversary’s announcement because of loop prevention. These ASes would still prefer the victim’s original announcement, and thus route \( R \) is still a valid route to the victim. All of the ASes not on route \( R \) would prefer the adversary’s announcement because of the adversary’s more-specific prefix announcement. Thus, the entire Internet (with the exception of the ASes on route \( R \)) routes traffic destined to the victim’s domain to the adversary, and the adversary can still forward all the traffic through to the victim via a valid route without breaking data-plane connectivity.

**Attack Viability:** This attack can be performed by any multi-homed AS against a domain on a prefix shorter than /24. It is crucial that the adversary’s AS be multi-homed (have more than one provider) so at least one provider can deliver the victim’s traffic to the adversary while another provider forwards the traffic to the victim.

**Attack Stealthiness:** This attack is completely stealthy in the data plane in terms of connectivity. Once the adversary makes the announcement, it can continue forwarding traffic to the victim via the valid route to maintain data connectivity. In addition, the adversary can use the bogus certificate gained in this attack to not only fake a victim’s website but to fully man-in-the-middle all TLS connections. The adversary can decrypt TLS traffic by posing as the victim’s domain to users. It can then forward the user traffic to the victim’s domain to hide the attack. This ensures that there is no connectivity issue from the victim’s perspective while a full man-in-the-middle attack is under way on TLS connections.

This attack also has a high degree of stealthiness in the control plane. Many networks will announce sub-prefixes on occasion for traffic engineering. Because the adversary’s announcement has the victim as the origin AS of the prefix and a valid path to the victim, this announcement will look similar to a legitimate route. In addition, because of BGP loop prevention, the ASes along route \( R \) may never notice this malicious announcement.

3 Launching Ethical Attacks in the Wild

We successfully performed all the attacks in Section 2 in an ethical manner on the real Internet using trusted CAs.

3.1 Experimental Setup

Our experimental setup consisted of an adversarial server and a victim server. Each server was configured to make BGP announcements and forward packets through the muxes in the PEERING testbed [40]. In this experiment, we will consider a victim server in Ohio that is connected to a mux in the Los Nettos Regional Network in Los Angeles over a VPN tunnel, and an adversarial server sited in London that is connected to a mux at the Amsterdam Internet Exchange over another VPN tunnel (shown in Figure 3). Note that the adversary has two different upstream providers, making it multi-homed and capable of launching AS-path poisoning attacks.

3.2 Real-World BGP Attacks

**Control Setup.** We start by announcing a /23 IP prefix we controlled to the Los Nettos Regional Network. Internet traffic to the victim’s domain came through the Los Nettos Regional Network to the victim’s server.

3.2.1 Sub-Prefix Hijack Execution

We left the victim’s network configuration untouched, and then used the adversarial server in London to make malicious BGP announcements for a more specific /24 prefix containing the victim’s domain through the mux at the Amsterdam Internet Exchange. We then waited several minutes for the announcement to propagate.
subsequently approached leading certificate authorities and requested a certificate for the victim’s domain. Because the domain resolved to an IP in the hijacked sub-prefix, we were able to complete the domain control verification process without any access to the victim’s server. We also successfully repeated this process using a prepended sub-prefix hijack attack where the victim’s ASN was prepended to the adversary’s announcement.

3.2.2 Equally-Specific-Prefix Hijack Execution
Using a similar configuration to the sub-prefix attacks, we announced the same /23 prefix as the victim from the mux at the Amsterdam Internet Exchange. Because these attacks do not affect traffic globally, we used ICMP Ping to determine which ASes had been hijacked by our announcement. We then made sure to request a certificate from a CA located in the hijacked section of the Internet. We repeated this process with and without origin AS prepending. Similar to the case above, we obtained a certificate without needing access to the victim’s server.

3.2.3 AS-Path Poisoning and Traffic Interception
We launched an AS-path poisoning attack and tested the capability of these attacks to perform interception of encrypted traffic. We first observed the AS path and next hop of the route used by the mux at the Amsterdam Internet Exchange for the victim’s prefix. Next, we set up a static route to forward all traffic destined to the victim’s prefix to the next hop we had recorded (the only traffic that did not match this rule was traffic from the IP used by a CA for domain control verification).

We then made a route announcement for a sub-prefix (that contained the victim’s domain) with every AS between the adversary and the victim prepended to the AS path. Because the announcement was for a sub-prefix, all ASes routed traffic to the adversary with the exception of the ASes between the adversary and the victim (which did not adopt the announcement because of loop prevention). Since the ASes between the victim and the adversary did not adopt the malicious announcement, the static route we configured to the victim allowed the adversary to properly forward all of the traffic to the victim and cause no effect on global connectivity.

With traffic forwarding in place, we approached a CA and requested a certificate. The traffic from the CA’s server was not forwarded to the victim and was instead answered by the adversary’s server, allowing us to obtain a trusted TLS certificate with no impact on the victim’s connectivity. We then deployed this certificate to a web server run by the adversary. Finally, we removed the routing rule for traffic forwarding to the victim and answered HTTPS requests using the adversary’s web server.

3.3 Certificate Authorities Attacked
In addition to the variety of BGP attacks used, we also assessed the vulnerability of various CAs to the use of these BGP attacks to obtain bogus certificates. Table 3 lists the CAs we approached for certificates. For each CA, we launched a sub-prefix hijack attack against a victim’s HTTP server (for HTTP verification) or Email server (for email verification) depending on the verification method preferred by the CA. Since the sub-prefix hijack attack is the most detectable attack, if a CA does not notice such an attack and signs a certificate, it must have no BGP defense in place and thus will not be able to detect any more advanced attacks.\(^1\) We also recorded the relevant server logs to see if CAs had fetched the relevant resources on our servers from multiple IP addresses (indicating deployment of multiple vantage points). No CAs had such a countermeasure in place. We also noted the speed that each CA issued a certificate. All CAs signed our requests with no direct human interaction,\(^2\) allowing for an adversary to obtain a certificate very rapidly. Since our experiment, Let’s Encrypt has deployed one of our suggested countermeasures.

\(^1\)As noted in Section 3.2.2 and Section 3.2.3, we also performed BGP equally-specific-prefix attacks and AS-Path poisoning attacks against a chosen CA (and not against all CAs).

\(^2\)The longer delay from several CAs is due to the time it took us to manually request certificates from those CAs through web interfaces.

\(^3\)No vantage points were deployed at time of attack. Let’s Encrypt has since implemented multiple vantage point verification in their staging environment, where it is being tested before full release.
3.4 Attacks on Victim DNS

In addition to spoofing HTTP/Email domain verification by hijacking the victim’s HTTP/Email servers, we launched attacks targeting the victim’s DNS server. Once we had captured traffic to the victim’s authoritative DNS server, we ran an adversarial DNS server configured to give a fake response for the A records associated with the victim’s domain. When the CA performed a DNS lookup required for HTTP/Email verification, our adversarial DNS server responded with the IP of the adversary’s server. The CA then sent the HTTP request/Email to the adversary’s server instead of the victim’s server.

3.5 Ethical Considerations

While performing these experiments, we made sure to not harm or interfere with the operations of real users or real web sites by following three important guidelines: 1) We only requested certificates for domains we registered strictly for the purpose of this experiment. Thus, these domains had no real users, and no users were affected when we obtained certificates for these domains. 2) We only made BGP announcements for IP prefixes that were allocated to us through the PEERING testbed, and all BGP announcements were originated by an AS belonging to the PEERING testbed. Thus, our experiment did not affect any other Internet traffic. 3) We did not generate any network traffic with a source address that we did not control (source IP spoofing). By following these guidelines, our experiments used real Internet infrastructure but did not affect any real users.

In this section, we demonstrate real-world BGP attacks that successfully obtain bogus certificates from the five largest CAs. We show that network-level adversaries can undermine the security properties offered by HTTPS by targeting domain validation protocols and attack users that are seemingly visiting a “secure” site. This motivates our work in Section 5 on developing countermeasures to prevent these attacks from ever harming real users. We have also reached out to Let’s Encrypt to discuss the deployment of countermeasures.

4 Quantifying Vulnerability of Domains and CAs

The degree of vulnerability of the PKI to the various attacks outlined above depends on several factors like the topological relationship between the adversary and the victim and the length of the victim’s prefix. We aim to measure these factors and quantitatively assess the viability of the attacks. Specifically, we aim to analyze what fraction of certificate signgings could have been spoofed using one of the attacks above. Our measurement of domains reveals that 72% of domains are vulnerable to sub-prefix attacks (that can be launched by any AS on the Internet). All of the domains are vulnerable to an equally-specific-prefix attack, from an average of 70% of ASes on the Internet (specific to any given victim domain).

4.1 Data Collection

To gather data about TLS domains, we scraped the Certificate Transparency logs through crt.sh [4] and resolved the domain names in the common name field of certificates to an IP address. For each certificate, we resolve the common name to an IP address using our local DNS resolver. We then map the IP address to the IP prefix and origin AS using Level3’s routing table from the time the certificate was issued (see Section 5.2.1 for an explanation of our use of historical BGP data). We chose 10 of the 14 top CAs listed on W3Techs CA usage survey from 17th November 2017 [8] for our study. The 10 CAs were selected because of their consistent logging of Domain Validated (DV) certificates to Certificate Transparency. We performed filtering to exclude domains that fail to resolve to an IP address. Also, because of the large volume of certificates being signed, we were forced to rate limit our certificate scraping. Over the period between 3/11/17 and 8/7/17, we generated a dataset of 1.8 million certificates after filtering.

4.2 Vulnerability to Sub-Prefix Attacks

We first evaluate the vulnerability to sub-prefix attacks, where the adversary AS announces a longer prefix than the original prefix. We evaluate vulnerability of both domains and CAs to such attacks.

4.2.1 Vulnerability of Domains

Because the majority of ASes filter BGP announcements to prefixes longer than /24, only domains running on prefixes shorter than /24 are vulnerable to sub-prefix attacks. That said, our data shows that 72% of domains (1.3 million in our dataset) requesting certificates ran on prefixes shorter than /24 at the time of requesting certificate. Figure 4 shows the complete distribution of domains over different IP prefix length. Thus, a sub-prefix hijack/interception attack is very viable on the PKI.

4Wildcard certificates were ignored because some CAs require DNS verification for wildcard certificates [5] and thus do not contact the server running at the domain’s A record.

5To ensure our sample was representative, we obtained another sample of certificates directly from Let’s Encrypt’s logs (the CA most affected by the rate limiting) and compared the distribution of prefix lengths and originating ASes. We found these distributions to be similar implying that our research findings were not significantly impacted by the rate limiting.
Figure 4: Number of domains hosted in an IP prefix of a given length. Only 28% of domains are on /24 prefixes.

Remark: While works on BGP attacks in other applications have recommended that ASes announce /24s to prevent sub-prefix attacks [44, 45], this is not feasible for domain owners. Owing to the very large number of domains with TLS certificates, running every domain on a /24 would cause a sizable increase in BGP routing table. Thus, in the absence of feasible countermeasures, 72% of domains are vulnerable to sub-prefix attacks. This motivates our work on designing new countermeasures for PKI in Section 5.

4.2.2 Vulnerability of CAs

CAs are also a target for attacks. Of the five CAs we performed attacks on, only one (Comodo) ran the IP used for verification out of a /24 prefix. Table 4 shows the IPs we observed CAs using for verification and the prefix length for each IP. We also show the originating AS and the number of providers (including tier 1 networks) of the originating AS. Unlike the large number of domains, there is a fairly small number of CAs, and it would be reasonable for CAs to run the IPs used for domain control verification on a /24 prefix to avoid sub-prefix hijacks. In addition, Comodo and GoDaddy operate their own ASes, meaning that running the verification servers on a /24 IP prefix would require only an update in routing policy. For CAs that do not control their own BGP announcements, we recommend negotiations with the relevant ISPs because running domain control verification servers on /24 IP prefixes has a sizable security benefit with little additional cost as explained in Section 2.2.1.

4.3 Vulnerability to Equally-Specific-Prefix Hijacking

To assess the vulnerability of domains and CAs to equally-specific-prefix attacks, we used the notion of resilience [31]. An AS of a CA \( v \) is resilient to an attack launched by a false origin AS \( a \) on a victim domain AS \( t \), if \( v \) is not deceived by \( a \) and still sends its traffic to \( t \). For a given \((v, a, t)\) pair, resilience is calculated by:

\[
\bar{\beta}(t, v, a) = \frac{p(v, t)}{p(v, t) + p(v, a)}
\]

where \( p(v, a) \) is the number of equally preferred paths from CA \( v \) to false origin \( a \) and \( p(v, t) \) is the number of equally preferred paths from CA \( v \) to victim domain \( t \). We perform the path inference based on (1) local preference of customer routes over peer routes over provider routes and (2) shortest AS path as outlined by Gao et al. [21].

Then, for a given CA \( v \) and victim domain \( t \), we will consider all other ASes as possible attackers \( a \) and aggregate the above values to obtain a resilience for pair \((v, t)\). We computed such resilience values for all pairs of the top ten CAs and the 12992 victim domain ASes in our dataset using the AS topology published by CAIDA in October of 2017.

Resilience is largely determined by AS interconnectivity. ASes with a larger number of neighbors tend to have higher resiliences (especially if these neighbors are tier 1 providers) because they are closer to other parts of the Internet, which makes their route more preferable. AS size (as measured by infrastructure or geographic area covered) does not directly influence resilience but is correlated, because large ASes are more likely to have a larger number of neighbors.

4.3.1 Resilience of Domains

Figure 5 shows the average resilience of the domains averaged over the top ten CAs. We can see that 50% of the domains have resilience values lower than 57%, meaning that if an adversary selects a random CA to issue a certificate for these victim domains, there would be at least 43% probability that the adversary would be able to launch an equally-specific-prefix hijack and obtain the bogus certificate from that CA.
Furthermore, an adversary can choose a target CA to exploit as opposed to choosing a random CA to increase the probability of success. Thus, we also compute the effective resilience of the domains by taking the minimum resilience value from the top ten CAs, also shown in Figure 5. We can see that the effective resilience is a lot lower than the average resilience. 50% of the domains have resilience values lower than 30%, meaning that if an adversary targets one of the ten CAs to issue a certificate for these victim domains, there would be at least 70% probability that the adversary would succeed. Note that there are many more CAs than the top ten CAs we considered in our dataset, so considering a larger set of CAs could further lower the effective resilience.

### 4.3.2 Resilience of CAs

Similarly, we compute the average resilience of CAs by averaging over all victim domains. We show the average resilience in the last row in Table 4 for the five CAs that we attacked in Section 2.

There is high variation among the resiliences of CAs. Let’s Encrypt’s resilience is very high (.887) because it has four direct tier 1 providers and is one hop away from much of the Internet, so its announcement will likely be preferred over the adversary’s announcement. On the flip side, Comodo has a very low resilience (0.217) because it has only one direct tier 1 provider. This makes the path longer for Comodo to reach the rest of the Internet and likely less preferred over an adversary’s announcement.

## 5 Countermeasures for CAs

At the time we performed our attacks, no CAs we studied had any countermeasures in place to prevent BGP attacks from acquiring bogus TLS certificates.\(^6\) As a result, all attacks we launched and theorized were possible against leading CAs. In this section, we present two countermeasures that can be deployed by CAs to mitigate these attacks: multiple vantage point verification and BGP monitoring system.

To test the effectiveness of these countermeasures, we developed our own implementation of both countermeasures in the Let’s Encrypt code base and relaunched the attacks in an attempt to fool our modified CA. We found that our defenses are effective in mitigating the attacks discussed in this paper.

### 5.1 Multiple Vantage Point Verification

As discussed in Section 2.2, equally-specific-prefix attacks and AS-path poisoning attacks do not affect the whole Internet. The former affects only a local network and the latter does not affect the on-path ASes from the adversary to the CA. In other words, while the attack successfully captures traffic from the CA, it will not capture traffic from other parts of the Internet. Thus, it is important for CAs to perform domain control verification from a global perspective by repeating the verification from multiple vantage points.\(^7\)

We propose a multiple vantage point verification method that can be deployed by CAs (with a similar motivation to the Perspectives [47] and Double Check [12] systems for trust-on-first-use protocols). The CAs will establish multiple vantage points in several different ASes. During the domain verification process, CAs will perform domain verification from all these vantage points. Our proposal in this section focuses on the HTTP verification method. We provide an adapted proposal on the Email verification method in Appendix B.

#### 5.1.1 Vantage Point Selection

Given limited resources available for deploying vantage points, we need to strategically select the vantage points to maximize the security. Two distinct factors contribute to the quality of a set of vantage points:

1. The uneven distribution of domains. As shown in Table 5, five ASes host nearly 50% of all the domains in our dataset. Vantage points that are topologically closer to these ASes will likely be preferred over more distant vantage points.

2. Vantage point diversity. Vantage point sets that are more spread out across the Internet topology are likely less preferred over an adversary’s announcement.

\(^6\)Since the time of our work, Let’s Encrypt has deployed the multiple vantage point countermeasure presented in this section in their staging environment. We will discuss their deployment and our recommendations.

\(^7\)Note that the multiple vantage point verification is effective against attacks that do not have a global effect. To defend against attacks that have a global effect (e.g., traditional sub-prefix attacks), we propose a BGP monitoring system in Section 5.2.
Table 5: Top ten ASes by number of hosted domains.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ASN</th>
<th>Organization</th>
<th># domains</th>
<th>Resilience</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>53831</td>
<td>SquareSpace</td>
<td>260045</td>
<td>0.166</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26496</td>
<td>GoDaddy</td>
<td>239226</td>
<td>0.306</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14618</td>
<td>Amazon</td>
<td>155593</td>
<td>0.542</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16276</td>
<td>OVH</td>
<td>146780</td>
<td>0.362</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>62679</td>
<td>Shopify</td>
<td>60157</td>
<td>0.378</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37963</td>
<td>Alibaba</td>
<td>52769</td>
<td>0.378</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16509</td>
<td>Amazon</td>
<td>36014</td>
<td>0.783</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24940</td>
<td>Hetzner</td>
<td>33855</td>
<td>0.219</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>197695</td>
<td>Reg.ru</td>
<td>23506</td>
<td>0.378</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32475</td>
<td>SingleHop</td>
<td>20166</td>
<td>0.108</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All Other ASes</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>819366</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
least .9 for 74% of the domains, meaning that the attacker only has 10% probability to succeed (a 28% improvement over the baseline).

5.1.3 Let’s Encrypt’s Deployment

Our work was a key factor in Let’s Encrypt’s preliminary deployment of multiple vantage points in their staging environment, which is used for testing features before full release in the production environment [37]. Here we present a discussion of the current staging environment implementation and some of the changes Let’s Encrypt is making in the full release.

Vantage point location. Based on our measurements in Let’s Encrypt’s staging environment [6], Let’s Encrypt deployed two remote vantage points in addition to their original data center in AS 13649 (ViaWest). The two vantage points were located in Amazon data centers in Ohio and Frankfurt. Although these vantage points have a broad geographic distribution, they are not sufficiently diverse in terms of network topology. Both vantage points are run by Amazon and both belong to the same AS 16509, which are likely to have similar BGP routes. Thus, in the full release, the Let’s Encrypt team plans to improve AS-level diversity by deploying more vantage points in distinct ASes located in different parts of the Internet topology.

Handling anomaly. Let’s Encrypt’s staging environment deployment permits one of the remote vantage points (although not the original data center) to time out, which allows for network/hardware failures and maintains a low false positive rate. However, this also weakens the security guarantee of the system. If one vantage point is allowed to time out, then the system will miss out on the routing information from that vantage point. Furthermore, strategic attackers can target vantage points that may be able to observe the attack, and launch DoS attacks against the target to make it time out.

Given the tradeoff between a strong security guarantee and false positives in the event of a network failure, we propose that (1) there be a limit on the total number of vantage points allowed to time out, and (2) at least one vantage point in each AS where vantage points are deployed be required to send a response. We recommend this method in order to tolerate failure while still providing strong security.

5.2 Monitoring BGP Route Age

We present a new BGP monitoring system that is specifically tailored for deployment by CAs with a novel route age detection heuristic.

Traditional general purpose BGP monitoring systems attempt to maintain a low false positive. However, some seemingly innocent BGP route updates that would normally not be labeled suspicious can be used to target the PKI. For example, the announcement of a single prefix over a peering relationship with the true origin prepended would likely not attract much attention because little traffic would be misdirected. If a traditional BGP monitoring system were to flag such an announcement, there would likely be an unreasonable number of false positives. However, such a leak could allow an adversary to obtain a bogus TLS certificate. Thus, a monitoring system for CAs needs to be more aggressive about flagging routes as suspicious than a traditional monitoring system for general security purposes.

Route Age Heuristic. We propose a new mechanism, the route age heuristic, to detect suspicious routes for CAs that would likely be missed by a traditional monitoring system. At a high level, the route age heuristic computes an age for each route the CA’s ISP is using and flags routes that are too new. This would force attacks to be active for a minimum amount of time before a CA would be willing to sign a certificate based on them. In this system, legitimate users with recent BGP routes will have their certificates signed after the routes have sufficient age. However, adversaries are required to leave their attacks active, so network operators have time to react. There is a clear tradeoff between false positives (legitimate users that are unnecessarily delayed) and this minimum time threshold. A larger minimum time allows network operators more time to shutdown a potential BGP attack but will clearly cause CAs to delay signing a larger number of certificates that are coincidently based on very recent routes. Our goal is to engineer a method to compute the age of a route that allowed for a minimum time threshold that was long enough for network operators to react but also did not have an unreasonably high false positive rate.

Algorithm. Our heuristic considers the age of the last three hops of a route: the origin and the two ASes before the origin. We use a different threshold value for each hop. Our algorithm computes the age based on 1) how long any route to a given prefix had been seen (network age) and 2) how long each hop in the route to that prefix had been seen. To compute the age of each hop, we constructed an SQL database containing, for each prefix, the last seen AS path and a list of timestamps indicating when each AS was added to that path. To populate the database, our algorithm compares the AS path of each new update for a prefix with the previously stored AS path. Working one AS at a time in the AS path, the algorithm checks to see if each new AS differed from the stored AS. If the two ASes are the same, the algorithm keeps the stored time stamp for that hop because there has been no change in that particular hop on the route. However, if the two ASes differ, the algorithm uses the
timestamp of the new BGP update for that hop and all hops after that hop. To compute the hop ages of a prefix, the algorithm looks up a prefix in the database and computes for each hop the current timestamp subtracted by the stored timestamp for that hop. With these hop ages, a CA can make fine tuned judgements as to whether a route is considered old enough to be used in domain control verification.

5.2.1 Evaluating False Positives

We evaluated the false positive rate of our monitoring system by simulating its hypothetical deployment by the Let’s Encrypt CA. We combined the 1.2 million certificates from Let’s Encrypt in our dataset with historical BGP data. Using BGPStream from CAIDA [38], we replayed historical BGP updates and routing information base data (RIBs) from Level 3 (AS 3356) through routeviews2 vantage point. Level 3 was selected because it is a tier one ISP and it is a provider to Let’s Encrypt. We seeded our database by loading in a RIB from one month before our earliest certificate. We then began processing BGP updates (from after the RIB we loaded) and certificates in lockstep. If a BGP update had a timestamp greater than the timestamp of the oldest unprocessed certificate, we would look up the resolved IP address from the certificate in our database and find the longest prefix match. We then recorded the age of the route used when the signing CA performed domain control validation for this certificate. This process was continued until we had collected the age on the routes used for every certificate in the database.

We found that with a reasonable set of thresholds, we were able to obtain a false positive rate of 1 in 800 certificates. Table 6 shows the tradeoff between false positive rates and threshold values. At the 1 in 800 false positive rate, an adversary would be forced leave sub-prefix attacks active for 30 hours because these attacks announce new networks and would have to meet the network age threshold before being used by CAs. During this time, traditional manual means of attack detection (that network operators rely on heavily [41]) would be able to shut down the attack. Note that the certificates that would trigger false positives would not require human intervention from CAs. The CAs may automatically retry the certificate signing later once the BGP route announced by the domain’s ISP becomes stable.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>False Positive Rates</th>
<th>Network Age</th>
<th>Origin Age</th>
<th>Provider Age</th>
<th>3rd Hop Age</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 in 100</td>
<td>285</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>4.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 in 200</td>
<td>159</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>1.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 in 400</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>0.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 in 800</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6: The minimum time thresholds (in hours) for hops in the AS path with different false positive rates.

5.2.1 Evaluating False Positives

We evaluated the false positive rate of our monitoring system by simulating its hypothetical deployment by the Let’s Encrypt CA. We combined the 1.2 million certificates from Let’s Encrypt in our dataset with historical BGP data. Using BGPStream from CAIDA [38], we replayed historical BGP updates and routing information base data (RIBs) from Level 3 (AS 3356) through routeviews2 vantage point. Level 3 was selected because it is a tier one ISP and it is a provider to Let’s Encrypt. We seeded our database by loading in a RIB from one month before our earliest certificate. We then began processing BGP updates (from after the RIB we loaded) and certificates in lockstep. If a BGP update had a timestamp greater than the timestamp of the oldest unprocessed certificate, we would look up the resolved IP address from the certificate in our database and find the longest prefix match. We then recorded the age of the route used when the signing CA performed domain control validation for this certificate. This process was continued until we had collected the age on the routes used for every certificate in the database.

We found that with a reasonable set of thresholds, we were able to obtain a false positive rate of 1 in 800 certificates. Table 6 shows the tradeoff between false positive rates and threshold values. At the 1 in 800 false positive rate, an adversary would be forced leave sub-prefix attacks active for 30 hours because these attacks announce new networks and would have to meet the network age threshold before being used by CAs. During this time, traditional manual means of attack detection (that network operators rely on heavily [41]) would be able to shut down the attack. Note that the certificates that would trigger false positives would not require human intervention from CAs. The CAs may automatically retry the certificate signing later once the BGP route announced by the domain’s ISP becomes stable.

6 Related Work

BGP Attacks on Infrastructure and Applications. BGP attacks have been shown to have a sizable effect on various applications. Sun et al. have shown the effectiveness of BGP attacks at deanonymizing Tor users [44], and Apostolaki et al. demonstrated the use of BGP to attack the Bitcoin protocol [13]. Arnbak et al. also showed how entities such as NSA can use BGP to bypass US surveillance laws [15]. Gavrichenkov performed a preliminary exploration of BGP attacks on TLS [22], which only considered the most basic traditional sub-prefix and equally-specific-prefix hijacks. We are the first to consider more sophisticated attacks and perform real-world demonstrations of all the attacks, as well as develop countermeasures.

BGP Attacks and Defenses. Previous work by Pilosov and Kapela has demonstrated the use of advanced BGP attacks with strategically poisoned AS paths [39]. The vulnerability of peering links has also been explored by Madory [36]. However, no previous work has applied these BGP attacks to target encrypted communications.

BGP defenses have been studied in both general and application-specific forms. Lad et al. outline a well-known system to detect traditional BGP attacks using origin changes [30]. RPKI can be used to authenticate the origin ASes of BGP routes and generate route filters to prevent BGP attacks [17]. Both these systems only operate on the origin AS of a BGP announcement and can be fooled by prepended ASNs [23]. BGPsec cryptographically assures the validity of BGP paths and is immune to such prepending attacks [33]. However, BGPsec is not deployed and researchers have shown that partial BGPsec deployment does not bring significant security improvement [35]. Additionally, SCION presents a clean slate architecture that would prevent BGP hijacks [48]. SCION has been deployed in production environment of multiple ISPs but is still not used by the vast majority of the Internet. Karlin et al. introduced the idea of cautiously adopting new routes to avoid routing based on malicious BGP announcements [28]. We adapt this idea to the PKI by developing a more complex measurement of age and recommending CAs not use new routes during domain control verification.

Sun et al. developed an application-specific BGP monitoring system to protect the Tor network that includes a similar analytic using route age [43]. Our study considers a more nuanced notion of age and uses it to advise CAs in certificate signing as opposed to alerting prefix owners of an attack.

Work on Domain Control Verification. Recent work
has been making major improvements in standardizing the process of domain control verification. The security flaws in the operations of the CA WoSign highlighted the importance of port standardization during domain control verification [3] which was reflected in the CA/Browser Forum ballot 169 [10]. Ballot 169 is also the first document to rigorously enumerate which methods a CA can use for domain control verification.

Bootstrapping Trust Through DNS. Proposals like DANE [25] and RAINS [46] offer alternatives to the current PKI by including server public key information directly in the name server infrastructure, which is cryptographically verified. DNSSEC [14] provides additional security to the existing PKI by preventing network attacks on DNS-based domain control validation methods through cryptographic signatures on DNS responses.

7 Conclusion

We explore BGP attacks that can be used against the PKI and successfully demonstrate real-world BGP attacks against top CAs. We then assess the degree of vulnerability of the current PKI. Our analysis shows that the vast majority of domains are vulnerable to a sub-prefix or equally-specific-prefix attack that an adversary can use to obtain a bogus certificate. In addition to exploring the attack surface, we propose and implement countermeasures that can significantly reduce the vulnerability of the PKI. We recommend performing domain control verification from multiple vantage points, and develop a BGP monitoring system with a novel route age analytic that can be used by CAs. Overall, our work is the first work to develop a taxonomy of BGP attacks on PKI (and demonstrate these attacks in the real world), and the first to propose realistic countermeasures that have already started being adopted by CAs.
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A Appendix: Additional Attacks

Below are attacks we were unable to perform on the PKI but could still be used by certain strategically positioned adversaries to gain bogus certificates with a high degree of stealthiness.

A.1 Intentional Route Leak

An attack that follows naturally from Table 1 is the intentional route leak, where the adversary preempts the AS path to the victim (as in the AS path poisoning attack) and announces equally-specific prefix. This attack is very stealthy because the adversary is in effect only improperly propagating a legitimate announcement it has heard from one of its neighbors. Such route leaks are relatively common because of misconfigurations [36] [7]. However, while seemingly innocuous, a route leak can route vital traffic through an adversary that could be used to gain a bogus certificate.
Intentional route leaks are not viable in many situations even when several CAs can be targeted. The adversary’s route announcement must have the entire route to the victim prepended and is for the same prefix announced by the victim. Thus, many ASes will prefer the victim’s original announcement to the adversary’s announcement due to the long AS path in the adversary’s announcement. However, these attacks are effective at capturing traffic in a localized portion of the Internet topology, and if an adversary is very topologically close to a CA (or happens to have favorable business relations) the attack is viable.

The viability of this attack increases significantly if we assume an adversary has complete administrative control of an AS (as opposed to only the technical ability to make announcements). If so, an adversary could realistically approach a victim’s ISP and request to become peers with that ISP. In this way, the adversary has favorably changed the Internet topology to make the attack more viable. To illustrate this, let us consider ViaWest (Let’s Encrypt’s ISP). Peers of ViaWest are in a prime position to launch an intentional route leak. ViaWest would likely prefer a route from a peer over a provider route even if the AS path was longer in the peer route allowing these peers to launch an intentional route leak. In addition, this route leak would not be globally visible and would only influence ViaWest and its clients. While only 24 ASes are currently seen peering with ViaWest (peering links are also the hardest BGP relations to detect so 24 may be an underestimate), ViaWest has a Point Of Presence (POP) at the Seattle Internet Exchange (SIX) and is colocated with 283 other ASes. ViaWest also has an open peering policy, meaning that proposals to establish peering sessions with ViaWest are welcome and easily accepted. From this point of view, all 283 ASes at the Seattle Internet Exchange are in a good position to launch an intentional route leak. This trend is commonly seen with several top CAs that operate out of large data centers. Data centers often have open peering policies and POPs at many Internet exchanges to reduce latency and transit costs. However, this makes data centers prime targets for such topology manipulation. We believe this creation of peering links to change the Internet topology in an adversary’s favor merits further study that uses both network analysis and studies of business practices to understand and counter this vulnerability.

We were not able to launch an intentional route leak because of guidelines imposed by the peering framework on the number ASes that can be prepended to an announcement. In addition, without administrative control of the peering framework we were not able to establish additional peering links that might make such an attack possible.

A.2 Limited Propagation Attack

Limiting the propagation of a malicious BGP announcement by announcing only to a peer AS as opposed to a provider can help an adversary to maintain as much connectivity as possible and reduce the control plane noticeability. To perform this attack we launched a sub-prefix hijack attack from the mux at the Amsterdam Internet Exchange but made the announcement only to the peer Hurricane Electric.⁹

We then ran our own non-trusted CA in a network that was a customer of Hurricane Electric. Using the NTT looking glass and our mux in the Los Nettos Regional Network, we confirmed that the adversary’s announcement had not propagated globally (e.g. to NTT’s network) and instead had only propagated to the customers of Hurricane Electric (e.g. the Los Nettos Regional Network). We requested a certificate from our non-trusted CA and obtained one without modifying the victim’s server. We repeated a similar variation of this experiment but announced the route to peer AS 8075 (Microsoft) as opposed to Hurricane Electric (we also moved our CA into AS 8075 so it would not be affected by the hijack). While using Microsoft instead of Hurricane Electric is not a significant difference from a BGP perspective, it makes the attack significantly more stealthy for an adversary. While Hurricane Electric has many client ASes that could easily detect the attack, Microsoft has only 10 customer ASes that are all under Microsoft’s administrative control. Thus, this announcement to Microsoft has such limited propagation that a vantage point within Microsoft’s network is needed for the attack to be detected.

While we used a non-trusted CA for this experiment, it would still be reasonable for an adversary to launch this attack against a trusted CA given: 1) a broader selection of CAs than we explored and 2) the ability of an adversary to construct peering connections with potential target ASes. In the version of this experiment using Hurricane Electric, it would have been reasonable to find a CA with Hurricane Electric as a provider. While we did not find any CAs located in Microsoft data centers, we did find a CA that used Amazon’s data centers. Had Amazon instead of Microsoft been a peer available for us to make an announcement, we would have been able to gain a trusted certificate while only propagating a route to a single organization.

A variant of this attack we did not perform is the use of BGP communities to limit propagation. It is already understood that well-known communities such as no-peer

⁹In order for this experiment to work we moved the victims announcement from the mux at Los Nettos Regional Network to the mux in the Greek Research and Technology Network because Hurricane Electric would prefer the announcement from the Los Nettos Regional Network (a customer route) over the adversary’s announcement from the Amsterdam Internet Exchange (a peer route).
and no-export can make BGP attacks harder to detect by limiting propagation [27]. However, in the case of the PKI, these mechanisms for limiting propagation are more relevant as an adversary’s choice of CA increases the likelihood that the CA will be topologically close to the adversary. Thus, methods for limiting propagation are more likely to be applicable in such situations.

Similar to the intentional route leak, an adversary could reasonably perform a limited propagation attack given the ability to establish peering links with target ASes.

B Appendix: Using Multiple Vantage Points for Email

The aforementioned multiple vantage point verification works well for HTTP verification and DNS TXT verification that rely on checking the existence of given data in a domain’s infrastructure. However, some CAs also use email verification, which is based on proving that a user can read data sent to a domain.

**Challenges in email verification.** A naive implementation of the multiple vantage point verification for emails would be to have multiple locations on the Internet send emails and have the users prove that they received all of the emails. However, this is a manual form of domain control verification where a real human user is expected to read the emails from the CA and take actions accordingly. Having the users read and respond to multiple identical emails from the vantage points is not practical.

**Our proposed email verification.** To address the above concern, we propose a system where a single email can be sent from multiple locations on the Internet. We assume the CA has set up secure VPN tunnels with the vantage points. The steps are as follows.

1. The CA breaks up the secret information that needs the domain owner’s action (e.g., verification URL) into several pieces so that there is at least one piece for each vantage point.

2. The CA’s mail server sends the first piece of the secret via email to the domain’s mail server.

3. Upon receiving the TCP ACKs from the domain’s mail server, the CA reconfigures its routing policy to route the email traffic through the first vantage point via the VPN tunnel, and sends the second piece of the secret to this vantage point.

4. Upon receiving the TCP ACKs via the first vantage point, the CA repeats the above step using the next vantage point, etc., until all the pieces of secret have been sent.

In this way, the domain owner has the impression of only receiving one email from the CA, but in fact an arbitrarily large number of vantage points were used to send the email.